
General Chemistry
MODULE 8



AGENDA FOR 1/19/2023
•Return graded 7.1 Lab Reports

•Module 7 test
• Scan pp. 215-228
• Scavenger Hunt Notes for Module 8 (1st 
section)
•Demo Experiment 8.1



Physical Science = Chemistry + Physics

The study of these sciences helps to describe 
how all of creation behaves and operates. 

“….all things were created through Him and 
for Him.  He is before all things and in Him all 

things hold together.”    Col. 1:17



MATTER
•Matter  - anything that has mass and takes up 
space

    Does the basketball or the bowling ball have more mass?  
 
Both are the same shape and size. 

The bowling ball is heavier.  

The bowling ball has more matter packed into it. If something 
has more matter, it has greater mass.  



States of matter:

    

          solid                         liquid                               gas

Temperature and pressure of material determine the state of matter. 
melting point – the temperature where a solid becomes a liquid; add heat
boiling point – the temperature where a liquid becomes a gas; add heat
condensation point- the temperature where a gas becomes a liquid; 
remove heat
freezing point – the temperature where a liquid becomes a solid; remove 
heat





ATOMS

•atom: the smallest chemical unit of 
matter

•Can’t see even with strongest  
microscope, so how do we know 
they exist? There’s a great deal of 
indirect evidence 



ATOMS

• Made of 3 subatomic particles:
• protons—positive charge; attracted to 
negative 

• electrons—negative charge; attracted 
to positive

• neutrons—no charge; neutral
Think….

opposites 
attract!!! Likes repel 

each 
other!



Electrons are much smaller than protons and neutrons but have 
the same strength.  
✓ They orbit in clouds around nucleus in paths called orbitals  or 

energy levels.  
✓ These orbital paths can be different shapes. The farther away 

the orbital from the nucleus, the higher energy its electrons must 
have.  

The Structure of the Atom

Neils Bohr made of model of the atom 
after studying atoms.
The nucleus (the center of the atom) 
contains the protons & neutrons.



 
Electrons are very far from the nucleus; therefore, 
atoms are more empty space than material.

Normal atoms have the same number of protons 
and electrons, so we can say that the atom is 
neutrally charged or has an overall charge of 
zero. 

Atoms differ by number of protons, neutrons, 
electrons.

The Structure of the Atom



If atoms are the building block of all 
matter, why are they made of smaller 

components, and wouldn’t those 
smaller components be the building 
blocks?  An atom is the chemically 
simplest substance.  It cannot be 

broken down using regular chemical 
reactions.  The only way to break up an 
atom is with nuclear power, which you 
might know involves massive energy. 



ELEMENTS
• Elements: Atoms with same number of protons in 
their nuclei
•All atoms of same element behave in a similar way:
• Conduct electricity?
• Luster (shiny or dull?)
• Freezing/Boiling point?
• Hardness?
• Color?

•Currently 118 basic elements



Experiment 8.1    Exposing Elements to Fire

Purpose:  To better understand 
how different elements behave 

when exposed to fire

Hypothesis:  Write in your 
notebook whether you think the 

color of the flame will be different 
with each substance tested. 



Why do you think the flames changed color?
 
 

• It has to do with the different 
properties of the elements. 

• Atoms of the same element all have 
the same properties, and each 

element has its own unique 
properties. 

• Each element would burn differently.  



PERIODIC TABLE OF THE ELEMENTS (p. 223)

•A chemist’s most important tool
•Arranged based on what they are made of 
and how they behave
• Letter is abbreviation of element name. Some 
are English; some are Latin.
•Number above abbreviation = number of 
protons (and electrons) = atomic number 
•Number below is average mass = mass 
number



Elements within 
the same 
column  

behave in a 
similar manner. 

The elements 
in this column 

are all the 
noble gases. 
They all have 

the same 
number of 
electrons.  



MOLECULES
• Atoms can combine to create other 

substances. 

• Molecule: two or more atoms linked 
together to make a substance with 
unique properties

• Electrons constantly circle around 
nucleus. Atoms are the most stable 
when they have a complete set of 
electrons in their outermost position 
called the shell. 

• Shell: Outermost orbit space/energy 
level



MOLECULES
•Atoms will interact with other atoms to reach the 
“Happy”/Stable state where elements have full shell

• Molecular formula - a formula giving the number 
of atoms of each of the elements present in one 
molecule of a specific compound.  (oxygen =  O2)



BONDS (make molecules)
•Atoms want to fill their outer shell 
with electrons. Each energy level 
can only hold a specific number of 
electrons. 
• Energy level 1 holds 2 electrons
• Energy level 2 holds 8 electrons
•Once an energy level has 8 
electrons, it is full, and any extra 
electrons have to orbit in the next 
energy level. 



BONDS (make molecules)

• The outermost level of electrons is 
so important that the electrons in 
that level are given a special 
name: valence electrons

• Valence electrons: number of 
electrons in shell; tells us how 
atom will behave



BONDS (cont.)

• Remember that atoms long to be stable, which means that 
their outer shell is full. To fill the shell, atoms share or give up or 
steal electrons from other atoms
• 2 Types of Bonds
    1.  Covalent bond: when atoms share each other’s valence 
electrons; (co-operating)
 H2O (p. 223)



BONDS (cont.)

• How many electrons does hydrogen have? How many empty 
spots are in shell of hydrogen atom?

• How many electrons does oxygen have? How many empty 
spots are in shell of oxygen atom?

• What do oxygen and hydrogen do to be “happy”? 2 H + 1 O 
= H2O = water



2. Ionic bond: when an atom gives away an electron

Most atoms are not charged (# protons = # electrons, so neither 
positive or negative), but when they give away or receive electrons, 
their  charge changes. 
Ions: Atoms with an overall charge

cation - If an atom gives away electrons, it becomes positively 
charged (more protons + than electrons -)
 c-a-t = t looks like + (positive) 

Na + Cl =
Sodium chloride 

=
salt

sodium chlorine



anion - If an atom takes electrons, it becomes negatively 
charged –

All molecules are formed in one of these 2 ways, either by sharing 
electrons to form  covalent bonds or by taking/receiving 
electrons, creating an ionic bond. 

Na + Cl =
Sodium chloride =

salt

sodium chlorine



Homework for 1/19/2023
• ST read pp. 215-228
• SN pp. 225-234
• Study Guide #1-7
• Science Fair Abstract due next week
• Lab report Exp. 8.1 due next week ***I 
accidentally left this off of your agenda so 
please add this in!!



Agenda for 1/26/2023
• Return Graded Module 7 test

• Turn in Formal Lab Report 8.1

• Turn in Science Fair Abstract
• Experiment 8.2 Separating a Mixture of Sand and Salt
• Videos on ionic and covalent bonding
• Ionic Bonding Activity
• Take notes on pp. 228-238



Experiment 8.2      
Separating a Mixture 

of Sand and Salt
Purpose:  To explore the properties of a 

    mixture

Question:  What is a mixture?

Hypothesis:  Write in your notebook 
what you think will happen when the 

salt and sand mix together and 
whether it is possible to easily separate 

them again.



Ionic and Covalent Bonds
• Ionic: Tyler Dewitt (7:19) 

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=Qf07-8Jhhpc

• Covalent: animation (6:10) 
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=LkAykOv1foc

• Ionic vs. Covalent Bonding: Tyler Dewitt (8:51) 
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=PKA4CZwbZWU

https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=Qf07-8Jhhpc
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=LkAykOv1foc
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=PKA4CZwbZWU


REMEMBER…
•ENERGY LEVEL 1 CAN HOLD 2 ELECTRONS.
•ENERGY LEVELS 2+ CAN HOLD 8 ELECTRONS.
•SHELL IS OUTERMOST ENERGY LEVEL.
•VALENCE ELECTRONS ARE IN SHELL.
•“HAPPY” ELEMENTS HAVE FULL SHELL. 



Ionic Bonding Activity(Periodic Table, p. 223 in ST)
• USE A PENCIL WITH AN ERASER

• Sample: Li + F          LiF  (Lithium + Fluorine = Lithium Fluoride)

• How many electrons in Li? 2 electrons in 1st energy level; 1 valence electron

• How many electrons in F? 2 electrons in 1st energy level; 7 valence 
electrons 

• 1 valence electron will go from Li to F, making Li+

• 1 valence electron will come to F, making F-



1)  Li + Cl      LiCl
(Lithium + Chlorine = Lithium Chloride)
•How many electrons in Li? Draw circles and insert 
electrons.
•How many electrons in Cl? Draw circles and insert 
electrons.
•How many valence electrons in Li?  Add to table.
•How many valence electrons in Cl? Add to table.
•How will electrons transfer from/to each atom?
•What ions are formed in the product?



1)  Li + Cl      LiCl
(Lithium + Chlorine = Lithium Chloride)



2)  Ca + O      CaO 
(Calcium + Oxygen = Calcium Oxide)

•How many electrons in Ca? Draw circles and insert 
electrons.

•How many electrons in O? Draw circles and insert electrons.

•How many valence electrons in Ca?  Add to table.

•How many valence electrons in O? Add to table.

•How will electrons transfer from/to each atom?

•What ions are formed in the product?



2)  Ca + O      CaO 
(Calcium + Oxygen = Calcium Oxide)



3)  Be + F      BeF2 (Beryllium + Fluorine = Beryllium Fluoride)
•How many electrons in Be? Draw circles and insert 
electrons.
•How many electrons in F? Draw circles and insert 
electrons.
•How many valence electrons in Be?  Add to table.
•How many valence electrons in F? Add to table.
•How will electrons transfer from/to each atom?
•What ions are formed in the product?



3)  Be + F      BeF2 (Beryllium + Fluorine = Beryllium Fluoride)



4)  Mg + S      MgS 
(Magnesium + Sulfur = Magnesium Sulfide)

•How many electrons in Mg? Draw circles and insert electrons.

•How many electrons in S? Draw circles and insert electrons.

•How many valance electrons in Mg?  Add to table.

•How many valence electrons in S? Add to table.

•How will electrons transfer from/to each atom?

•What ions are formed in the product?



4)  Mg + S      MgS 
(Magnesium + Sulfur = Magnesium Sulfide)



5)  K + F       KF 
(Potassium + Fluorine = Potassium Fluoride)

•How many electrons in K? Draw circles and insert 
electrons.
•How many electrons in F? Draw circles and insert 
electrons.
•How many valence electrons in K?  Add to table.
•How many valence electrons in F? Add to table.
•How will electrons transfer from/to each atom?
•What ions are formed in the product?



5)  K + F       KF 
(Potassium + Fluorine = Potassium Fluoride)



Chemical Reactions

MIXTURE
•A substance that contains different 
compounds and/or elements
•Can be separated because individual 
components retain their unique 
properties; they are not chemically       

  changed by being mixed
• Experiment 8.2 Separating a Mixture of 
Sand and Salt
• Salt water



Chemical Reactions

•Made up of one or 
  more elements that are    
  chemically bonded    
  together
•Can only be separated using 
chemical means
• Table salt

COMPOUND



All matter can be divided into 2 groups:  pure substances and 
mixtures.



PHYSICAL VS CHEMICAL CHANGES
• Physical change: a change 
in which the atoms or 
molecules in a substance 
stay the same
• Physical changes: water 
evaporating, butter 
melting, salt dissolving in 
water, glass shattering, 
shredding paper

● Chemical change: a 
change that affects the 
type of molecules or atoms 
in a substance

● Chemical changes: wood 
burning in a fireplace, a 
rusting gate

Think about whether or not the changes can be reversed.





TYPES OF MOLECULES
•Crystals
• crystalline in 

shape
• geometric 

sides
• Compounds 
that form solid 
crystals include 
salt, sugar, & 
water



TYPES OF MOLECULES
Polymers and Plastics

•Polymers (poly = many; -mers = parts) 
are large molecules made of smaller 
chemicals called monomers, linked together 
like a train

•Natural polymers: DNA, keratin (hair), 
cellulose (trees), tree sap

• Synthetic polymers: plastic (toys, medical 
materials, computers); lightweight and 
difficult to break; not easy to break down



TYPES OF MOLECULES (cont.)

Acids
3 properties:
• Taste sour
•Can conduct electricity when 
added to water
•Donate at least one hydrogen 

ion when mixed with other 
substances; 

(H has 1 electron; when it loses 
the electron, all that’s left is the 
nucleus.)

Bases  (chemical opposite of acids)

3 properties:
• Taste chalky & bitter
• Feel slippery to the touch when 

dissolved in water
• Receive at least one hydrogen 

ion when mixed with other 
substances

• Neutralize acids (take away 
acid’s effect)

• pH: potential for hydrogen



Homework for 1/26
• Read ST pp. 228-238

• SN pp. 235-243

• Study Guide #8-11

•Get supplies for board; don’t start until abstract has 
been approved

•Complete formal lab report Experiment 8.2 
• Study for Test on Module 8


